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TECHNICAL BASICS

AUTOMATION

BUILDING KIT SYSTEMS ALUMINUM-
PROFILES, FASTENERS, ACCESSORIES

COSTUMER TAILORED SOLUTIONS

WORK BENCH SYSTEM

SAFETY FENCES, 
LIFTING AND ROLLING GATES

CONVEYOR TECHNOLOGY
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ACCESSORIES 8
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ACCESSORIES 8

Connector set 8 60 double

Connector set 40 single

ORDER N°.  VERSTZ8.60D

ORDER N°.  VERSTZ40E
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involving little outlay (boring into one of the connecting 
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involving little outlay (boring into one of the connecting 

involving little outlay (boring into one of the connecting 
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be built into an existing frame construction at a later 

be built into an existing frame construction at a later 
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ACCESSORIES 8

ORDER N°.  EINSTZ40D

ORDER N°.  AUTVERSTZ

ORDER N°.  ABDAUTVERSTZ
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cannot subsequently be built into the existing frame 

cannot subsequently be built into the existing frame 
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Central connector
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and the thickness of the material must be suitable for 

Cross connector set
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little outlay (variable drilling in one of the connecting 

Universal connecter set

Universal butt connecter set
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Automatic butt connector set
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freely accessible (Use no universal connectors or the 
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Attachment set for angle and mounting link

Attachment set for angle and mounting link
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lever means that assembly is quick and you do not 

need tools to do it!
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Jointed square set
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Connection element
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guides are characterized through their smooth 
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Attachment corner set for ball catches
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Attachment corner set for catches Universal attachment element for magnet and ball 
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Catch lock simultaneous locking

Catch lock different locking

Catch lock
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Attachment element for surfaces of different 

Attachment element for surfaces of different 
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mostly used for sliding doors or lift doors of a light 
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Eloxal is destroyed and therefore has a neutralizing 
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ACCESSORIES 5
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their locations and can also subsequently be built into 
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little outlay (variable drilling in one of the connecting 
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ACCESSORIES 5

ORDER N°.  VERSTZ5.R2090

Connector set 5 R20 90°

ORDER N°.  WINSTZ5.2020ZN

Angle set 5 40x40 Zn
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Attachment element for surfaces of different 
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mostly used for sliding doors or lift doors of a light 
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Other tools on request
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Alváris is your competent partner, supplying everything from simple cuts with and without 
processing through to the supply of individual components and complete customer-spe-

for all spheres of industry. Over many years, Alváris has completed numerous projects and, 

chain - from engineering through to construction, installation and commissioning.

CONTENTS

Scope of services

1. Machine racks
2. Machine housings
3. Cabinets
4. Test equipment
5. Storage and transport technology
6. Lift systems
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1. Machine racks
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2. Machine housings
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3. Cabinets
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4. Test equipment
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5. Storage and transport technology
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6. Lift systems
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7. Consumer-specific applications
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The Alváris work bench solutions are designed in line with current standards. Together 

on tried-and-tested modular system solutions and our extensive experience gained from 

are tested to IEC 61340 prior to delivery.

CONTENTS

1. Model variations

1.1 Work bench with 4 feet
1.2 Work bench with lifting columns - height-adjustable (electrically / manually)
1.3 Base rack with 4 feet
1.4 Base rack with lifting columns
1.5 Upper assemblies
1.6 Accessories
1.7 ESD version

2. Technical guidelines / standards

2.1 General
2.2 Most important standards
2.3 Overview of work bench space requirement
2.4 Work benches - seated work
2.5 Work benches - standing work
2.6 Working and seating heights
2.7 Project images
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1. MODEL VARIATIONS

1.1 Work bench with 4 feet, incl. cross bar
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1.2 Work bench, height-adjustable with lift columns
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1.3 Base racks with 4 feet
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Other variations on request

1.5 Upper assemblies
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1.6 Accessories

Possible accessories for your personal work bench.  

Fixed castor with ball-bearing and thread protection for movable items such 

Swivel castor with ball-bearing and thread protection for movable items 

All illustrations are for guidance only

Swivel castor with ball-bearing and thread protection for movable items 
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Sliding element with hole for tools, tool balancer and similar. The sliding ele-

the supply.

This spring balance pulley is used for suspending tools. The unit includes a 

safety device. The return force is manually adjustable. Height ideally adjust-

able to the operative's reach. 

Available for weights from 0.4 kg to max. 3 kg

Aluminium clamping strip, 40mm wide, clamping width approx. 10mm, with 

self-adhesive padding foam to compensate for uneven surfaces.

Available in sizes A4 and A3

All illustrations are for guidance only
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Wall holder

Wall holder, A4, metal, with 10 viewing boards with colour coding in poly-

propelene, 2 each in these colours: black, red, yellow, green, dark blue

Can be used in portrait and landscape formats

-

ferent housing sizes and can be pulled out and swiveled using the additional 

extension rail beneath the bench. Available in black and silver

For placing the computer keyboard. In combination with the monitor arm, 

All illustrations are for guidance only
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Special, high-quality 2-part support arm with continual vertical adjustment. 

Perfect cable routing via cable holder. Reach: 505 mm. 

Loadbearing capacity up to 15 kg

Housing made of break-proof plastic with overload protection and lock-

ing device that can be deactivated, with wall and ceiling mounting, nominal 

power rating 2000 W, 10 m of 3G1.5 cable with safety plug, 

WxHxD = 130 x 270 x 295 mm

This storage box system is highly durable and long-lasting. Highly impact-

resistant polypropylene. Colour: blue

Available in different sizes

All illustrations are for guidance only
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All illustrations are for guidance only

Housing with natural anodised aluminium and black high-performance plastic, 

supplied incl. 3.8 m cable, 48x LED, strong 6000 lx at just 14W input, scratch-

resistant glass lens, 160 mm diameter, 3.5 dioptres, protection rating IP20 II

With light output to suit the application, high-quality light and ergonomic 

handling ensure optimum working conditions. Robust aluminium and glass-

and balanced arms. Available in the following ratings: 31W, 36W and 47W

For mounting laterally at the desired height and desired radiation angle at 

the vertical column of the work bench. Extremely robust aluminium housing. 

Fitting bracket included.

Available in different colours and sizes: 456 mm, 656 mm and 1,256 mm 

and with the following ratings: 23W, 24W, 43W and 54W
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Cable duct

U-shaped cable duct which, in combination with the cover pro-

-

combine to form an aesthetically pleasing unit. Various ele-

Available in the sizes 40 x 40, 80 x 40 and 80 x 80 mm. See acces-

Cover for cable duct

In various versions: 1 to 3 outlet multi-socket adapter with or without toggle 

switch, colour: anthracite

All illustrations are for guidance only
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ESD stands for electro-static discharge and refers to the processes and effects when balancing electric charges between two 

differently charged materials. When these materials come into contact, positive and negative charges are exchanged. Humans 

have only very rudimentary sense mechanisms for the detection of electro-static charges and discharges. This is different for 

a few milli-volts of voltage difference. 

Spiral cable, 2.4 mm diameter, colour black, suitable for earthing persons. 

1.7 ESD version

The earth connection box features three cable connection ports. It is used as 

a collection point for discharging electro-static charges within the reachable 

area of the work bench. The unit is attached below the work surface. 

Colour: yellow, in combination with ESD armband and connection cable

All illustrations are for guidance only
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The ESD armband is an effective means of protection against electro-static 

charges at the work bench. The nylon armband with release button is connect-

ed to the ESD earth connection box or connector using the connection cable.

The mat consists of a 2-layer compound material that is heat and solder-

resistant, wear-resistant, permanently elastic, free from halogen and has 

discharging properties.

Colour: platinum grey; available in different sizes

The ESD earth connector also has three terminals. It is plugged in to a safety 

socket and conducts the charges (attenuated) to the earth potential of the 

mains network.  Colour: yellow

All illustrations are for guidance only
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2.3 Overview of work bench space requirement

Movement space

The space required for movement depends on the activity to be carried out and the person's physical size and must be adapted to 

the respective operator. This can help to avoid hazardous and tiring body postures.

We recommend the following dimensions.

All information is supplied without guarantee
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We recommend the following dimensions.

Bench height for standing work 

(in cm)

Type of work Men Women

light work 90 - 95 85 - 90

heavy work 75 - 90 70 - 85

We recommend the following dimensions.

Bench height for seated work 

(in cm)

All information is supplied without guarantee
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2.6 Working and seating heights

Workplaces for working alternately in sitting and standing positions should be equipped as follows: 

We recommend the following dimensions.

A high chair that is adjustable between 80 and 100 cm

A sloping footrest (15 - 25°), with a large rest area (40 to 50 cm)

Adequate legroom

The height of the work area should be suitable for the task and body size, allowing a comfortable head position.

All information is supplied without guarantee
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2.7 Project images
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Owing to the steadily progressing automation of production processes and plants, the pro-
tection of persons againsts sources of danger is increasingly important. Safety fences and 
machine housings are vital components of this. Flexible safety fence systems can be opti-
mally adapted to the machine or plant in terms of appearance as well as safety.

CONTENTS

1. FLEXIBLE SAFETY 30 safety fence system
1.1 Technical details
1.2 Stands
1.3 Safety fence elements
1.4 Single door (door leaf)
1.5 Double door
1.6 Sliding door
1.7 Installed examples

2. ALU 40 safety fence system

3. Lift gate

4. Roller gate

5. STAHL* safety fence system
5.1 Penta
5.2 Quadra
5.3 Lamiera and Lexan
5.4 Meta ® post

5.6 Door systems
5.7 Closing systems
5.7.1 Clo.Sys ® closing system
5.8 Accessories
5.9 Fall protection
5.9.1 Wire mesh shelving

* Distribution by ALVÁRIS - Czech Republic
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1. FLEXIBLE SAFETY 30 safety fence system

1.1 Technical details

Safety is not just a catchword for Alváris. Our new FLEXIBLE SAFETY 30 safety fence sys-

It goes without saying that the FLEXIBLE SAFETY 30 safety fence concept complies with 
the latest Machine Safety Directive.

Your benefits:

uneven ground
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Safety fence - freestanding options:

Safety fence - installation option:
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Ground clearance
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1.2 Stands

Other sizes available on request

Fixed lugs
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Other sizes available on request

1.3 Safety fence elements
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Other sizes available on request

hinge attached on the right or left

1.4 Single door
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1.5 Double door

Other sizes available on request
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Other sizes available on request

1.6 Sliding door
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1.7 Project examples
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2. ALU 40 safety fence system

This safety fence system lends itself to a very wide range of designs. The straightforward instal-

All accessory components of the 8 T-slot system can be adapted without any problems and used 
according to the respective function. 

This safety fence is not an "off the rail" product, but is perfectly adaptable to the respective 
requirements.

Installed example:
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2.1 Project examples
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3. Lift gates

Lift gates and lift elements are frequently used in workshops and industrial environments. 
Usually, these gates and elements are used to separate machine areas or buildings for 
safety or security reasons. When selecting a lift gate it is important to check that enough 
vertical space is available. Should this not be the case, Alváris roller gates can be used as 
an alternative.

Installed example:
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4. Roller gates

Alváris roller gates are technically sophisticated, save space and are readily available. They 
have been designed for the requirements in industrial buildings and workshops. We only 
produce solutions based on customer requirements.

Installed example:
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security.

in mm    in mm

                                                                         others on
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in mm    in mm

                                                                         others on
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in mm    in mm
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                                                                                 others on
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5.5 Post with screw fixing

may be the most obvious solution. Access offers complete and individually packaged installation 

-
nectors: linear, 90°, non-rectangular, closing and door, "T" and "X" connectors.

 Standard dimensions:

Other sizes and colours on request                                                                                  others on
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5.6 Door systems

We offer a wide range of typical types of doors, including: single and double hinged doors, slid-
ing doors with guide rail or guide rollers, folding/sliding doors, folding doors and swing doors. See 
examples.
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5.7 Closing systems

The closing/control system was developed, following the required risk analysis, in order to achieve 
the performance level in compliance with the criteria of standard 13849 (safety-related control 
elements).
A number of solutions are proposed for the most frequent situations using standardised modules 
and integrated components (see examples) with tried-and-tested mechanical locks. All systems 
can be manually opened from the inside in an emergency when accidental closing means that a 
person inside is at risk, thus preventing a re-start of the machine.

Euchner CES

Euchner MGB

 buttons and emergency OFF switch

 safety area

Euchner GP1

Euchner TP3

 Clo.Sys® closing system

 safety area
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5.8 Accessories

This safety fence system offers a range of accessories 

Set for reducing the plate 
height

Universal holder for the instal-
lation of actuators and micro-

Installation set for the installa-
tion of cables

Set for reducing the plate 
width

Set for the connection of plates 
with frame 20 x 20 or 30 x 30 

Cable duct holder

Set for adjusting to different Earthing set to IEC 60204 Rubber seals including instal-
lation accessories

Post foot plate, adjustable for 
Line-Quick holder-less fas-

tening system to EN ISO 14120 
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-
-

                                                                                 others on

and 400 mm

        in mm   in mm

-
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The Alváris conveyor technology solutions have been designed in line with current stand-
ards. We offer an extensive standard range - using a modular system - and also offer our 

1. Conveyor technology modules

- Drive options

2. Belt conveyor

3. Chain conveyor

4. Toothed belt conveyor

5. Modular belt conveyor

6. Roller conveyor
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1. Conveyor technology modules

Our conveyor belt modules have been designed in accordance with the following directive: 
2006/42/EG Machinery Directive. 

DIRECT DRIVE INDIRECT DRIVE

DRUM MOTOR CENTRAL DRIVE

rotary speed control via Smartphone.
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HORIZONTAL CONVEYOR

ANGLED FRAME CONVEYOR

KNIFE-EDGE
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2. Belt conveyor

Other sizes available on request
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3. Chain conveyor

Other sizes available on request
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4. Toothed belt conveyor

Other sizes available on request
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6. Roller conveyor

Available for supply also without drive, sizes on request

i Roller conveyors with drive are distributed by Alváris, Czech Republic.
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-
tomation technology. As general contractor, we can supply the design for 

many years of relevant experience.

Our strengths:

- Enhancing your product quality
- Tried-and-tested modular systems ensure highly reliable processes 

Pictures say more than words.

In the following section we present completed projects with descriptions. 
Build a picture of our range of services.
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TECHNICAL BASICS

PROFILE RANGE 40

HEAVY

PROFILE RANGE 40

LIGHT

PROFILE RANGE 40

EXTRA LIGHT

PROFILE RANGE 30 PROFILE RANGE 20

F=5000N F=2500N F=1750N F=1000N F=500N

is always a natural initial load of the connection elements 

which represents protection against vibration.

TRACTION LOADS / PRESTRESSING
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TECHNICAL BASICS

PROFILE RANGE 40
Slot width 8mm

Tap hole for M8

PROFILE RANGE 20
Slot width 5mm

Tap hole for M5

PROFILE RANGE 30
Slot width 8mm

Tap hole for M8

with restrictions. Not all accessory parts of the 

used (see various groove bar heights).
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TWISTING

over to

over to
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A
Angle 160x160 74

Angle 30x30x3 steel 70

Angle 40x40 5 steel  70

Angle 5 20x20 Zn 140

Angle connector 40 45° 74

Angle element 1 40x40 45°  73 

Angle element 1 40x80 45°  73 

Angle element 2 40x40 45°  73 

Angle element 2 40x80 45°  73

Angle foot  104

Angle section AL  34

Angle set 40x40 Zn  71

Angle set 5 20x20 Zn  140

Angle set 5 40x40 Zn 141

Angle set 8 30x30 Zn  71

Angle set 80x80 Zn  72

Angle set 80x80x80 Zn 72

Anti-slip pad for foot 40  95

Anti-slip pad for foot 80  97 

Anti-slip pad for foot 8 30  94

Anti-slip pad for foot 8 60  94

Attachment corner set for ball catches  113

Attachment corner set for catches 114

Attachment set for angle and mounting link  70

Attachment set for handle 120 Al  117

Attachment set for handle 200 Al 117

Automatic butt connector set 57

Automatic connector set 52

B
Ball catch double PA 112

Ball catch PA  112

Bayonet connector 8 55

Black antistatic glide bar 8 30 PP  90

Black slide rail PP 90

Black sliding guide bar 40 PAS 91

Black sliding guide bar 8 30 PAS 91

Black sliding guide bar PAS  91

Bracket 160x80 5 steel  69

Bracket 8 60x30 3 steel 69

Bracket 80x40 5 steel  69

Butt connector 8 M8x12 59

Butt connector set 40 double 58

B
Butt connector set 80 double 58

C
Cable binding block PA  128

Cable channel - Cover 40  34

Cable channel - Cover 80  35

Cable channel 40x40  34

Cable channel 80x40  35

Cable channel 80x80  35

Cable channel Covering cap set 40x40 87

Cable channel Covering cap set 80x40 87

Cable channel Covering cap set 80x80 87

Cable ties / hose retainer 128

Castor 125  100-101

Castor 75  98-99

Catch lock  119

Catch lock different locking  119

Catch lock PROe 119

Catch lock simultaneous locking 119

Central connector 54

Central connector with hammer 65

Central plate set  50

Central plate set 5  138

Central plate set 8 30  50

Clamping plate 80  33

Clamping spring steel  129

Clamping-Multiblock 15 mm PA  122

Clamping-Multiblock 5 6 mm PA  146 

Clamping-Multiblock 8 30 11 mm PA  122

Clamping-Multiblock 8 mm PA  122

Composite board 3 mm Al / PE  106

Composite board 4 mm Al / PE  106

Connection Element  80

Connector set 40 double  48

Connector set 40 double stainless 48

Connector set 40 single  47

Connector set 40x40 45°  62

Connector set 40x40 with roller bearing  64

Connector set 40x40x40  62

Connector set 5 R20 90° 141
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J
Joint 80x40  77

Joint 80x40 with door latch  77

Jointed square set  78

L
Locking square set  78

Locking square with door latch  79

M
Magnet lock PA  115

Mega connector ZAK 54

Mitre butt connector set 59

Multiblock PA M6 121

P
Parallel connector 8 65

Pivoting angle set piece  79 

Pivoting angle set piece with door latch  80

Plastic plate grey 106

Plate ESD for Foot 80 97

Polycarbonate clear  107

Position connector set  64

Post console 40 105

Potential equalization  129

R
Roller 5 PA  147

Roller element with/without lateral guide 126-127
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– with a lean HQ in the Vorarlberg Rhine Valley, three independent subsidiaries in 

Germany, Switzerland and the Czech Republic as well as sales partners in Austria. 

From these key positions, we involve our customers in an impressive one-two, 

CONSISTENT AREAL COVERAGE 
IS THE BASIS 
FOR OUR OFFENSIVE SYSTEM

SITES
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1 ALVÁRIS PROFILE SYSTEMS GmbH
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T +43 (0)5522 73011 / F +43 (0)5522 73012 / info@alvaris.eu
www.alvaris.eu 

2 ALVÁRIS PROFILE SYSTEMS GmbH
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T +420 596 542 385 / F +420 596 542 386 / info.cz@alvaris.eu 
www.alvaris.eu/cz
Betreuung von Slowakei und Polen 
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